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ed as necessary for teachers of gifted
children.
However, selecting various disciplines
to cooperate in a concerted training
effort is not enough . .We embarked on a
rather radical alternative, viz., inviting
some of the best teachers from a variety
of disciplines to form a cadre of instructors for the 1 2 courses involved in the
graduate program. In almost every case ,
these professors had worked directly with
gifted and talented children at many
levels in the past or present. Even more
importantly, each was noted for a characteristic method of facilitating learning.
Each could provide a diversified "teaching-learning" model that graduate students
could easily "role model" in their future
work with children. We assumed that if
the old belief was (at least operationally)
true, that "one teaches as one has been
taught" then our students should be prepared and taught by as many different
successful teachers as possible.

[Since the ~pring of 1977, the
authors have collaborated in designing and implementing a graduate
level program in Gifted Child Education that now attracts students to
four off-campus sites in the Detroit
metropolitan area. Housed in the
Special Education Unit (Teacher
Education Division) of the College
of Education at Wayne State University, the program offers Masters
degree, Sixth-year/Specialist certificate and doctoral minor specialization-coursework, as well as designs
and resources for diversified inservice training projects in Gifted
Child Education. For specific details, contact the authors at 249
Education, Wayne State University,
Detroit, Michigan 48202.]
Conceptualizing and implementing a
new graduate program in Gifted Child
Education permits educators to freely
analyze and re-examine those qualities
and experiences that have come to be
accepted as essential in all teacher preparation programs. Historically, such efforts
have focused on the demands of society,
the laws and traditions of the culture,
the expectations of parents, and the
efficacy of fiscal and administrative needs.
From the very outset; however, we
chose to center the graduate program in
Gifted Child Education at Wayne State
University on specific concerns about
children rather than the ancillary support
systems that incorporate children. By
beginning with the children themselves
and the diverse nature of their talents and
gifts, it was immediately necessary to
conceptualize a training program .f or their
prospective teachers in a highly multidisciplinary fashion. No one faculty member or instructional unit of the college
could be capable of providing the farreaching learning-experiences we envision-

The development of teachers of gifted
and talented children-in our graduate program focuses on the principle that significant caregivers must become sophisticated
observers of children. It is through both
the curriculum developed and the learning models utilized that accurate identification begins to take place. Historically,
the field of gifted child education has
strong roots in educational and humanistic psychology, and therefore occupies
much of its energy and concern on identification processes and products. We believe that the field must evolve more fully
into a curriculum-focused endeavor, so
that identification regains its proper perspective and not the primary focus it now
holds. What is primary is the process of
teaching to enhance learning potential,
and in particular, the potential to "mean"
or •represent.
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The graduate coursework developed
for the Gifted Child Education/Special
Education program at Wayne State has
evolved from four basic principles, each
related to the high potential to represent
and mean inherent in gifted and talented
learners. Educating gifted and talented
children must spring from:
A concern to raise and extend the
learner's thinking process to the
highest levels of symbolization;
2. A parallel concern to extend and
enrich language processes as the
learner organizes and ex tends his
thinking;
3. An emphasis that assists and supports each learner's exploration,
recording, extension, representation, and reflection on his/her
world; and
4. An essential comprehension and
valuing o_f the diverse language ,
representation, and cultural artifacts of a wide spectrum of socioeconomic and racial groups, particularly as found in urban areas.
Clearly, there is a strong bias built into
this program from the outset that excellent learning begins with (what E. Brooks
Smith, Kenneth Goodman, James Britton
and others refer to as) the "two oldest
basics" - language and thinking.
How do such necessary principles become reflected in practice? Students enrolled in our graduate program in Gifted
Child Education must complete courses
in the following areas: a survey of characteristic behaviors and processes demonstrated by gifted and talented children;
analysis of current research work with
gifted children as well as the design, completion and discussion of a pilot research
project of their own; an introductory
experience with developing, utilizing and
evaluating computer-based instructional
units for gifted learners; a wide experiential survey and development of science
experiences for gifted learners; an exploration of the processes and problems involved in creative thinking and writing in
conjunction with literature for gifted
children; and a specifically focused seminar directed at designing and implement-

ing particular kinds of programs for
gifted learners at both building and district levels.
Beyond these specialization courses,
the program reflects a marked degree of
flexibility, allowing students to supplement their major emphasis with work in
art, music, drama, anthropology, linguistics and cognitive processes. Master's
degree students also complete coursework
required for the university degree in
evaluation and measurement, educational
philosophy and educational psychology.
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Perhaps the most necessary component
of the program, however, is the several
opportunities students are given to explore and extend the ways that they
learn best. It would be counterproductive for any program devoted to developing teachers for gifted and talented children to lock its students into a maximum
number of credit hours with no allowance
for independent development and followthrough of specific learning projects. It
has been our experience that graduate
students truly "blossom" when they are
encouraged to operationalize their own
process and philosophy of learning and
meaning in an independent activity. Frequently, these projects and studies reach
highly sophisticated levels of design, comprehension and impact. In effect, they
serve as an embodiment of each student's
self-ascribed excellence.
University programs today must be
able to reach beyond the establishment
of curricular offerings that meet minimum
degree requirements. We have attempted
to build the Gifted Child Education/Special Education program at Wayne State
University on a multi-focused framework:
graduate pre-service and in-service programs; professional in-service programs
(in conjunction with the Detroit Center
for Professional Growth . and Development); research and evaluation outreaches;
an d paren t-e d uca ti on/child-consul ta ti ve
opportunities. All of these appear to be
equally required and needed by the field.
Yet ultimately, the effectiveness of any is
singularly linked to the availability of
adequate resources, concerned students
and excellent cooperating faculty.
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